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Thermal Performance of High Temperature Titanium—Water Heat 
Pipes by Multiple Heat Pipe Manufacturers 

 
James L. Sanzi 

Sest, Inc. 
Middleburg Heights, Ohio 44130 

Abstract 
Titanium–water heat pipes are being investigated for use in heat rejection systems for lunar and Mars 

fission surface power systems. Heat pipes provide an efficient and reliable means to transfer heat to a 
radiator heat rejection system. NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) requisitioned nine titanium water 
heat pipes from three vendors. Each vendor supplied three heat pipes 1.25 cm diameter by 1.1 meter long 
with each vendor selecting a different wick design. Each of the three heat pipes is slightly different in 
construction. Additional specifications for the heat pipes included 500 K nominal operating temperature, 
light weight, and freeze tolerance. The heat pipes were performance tested gravity-aided, in the horizontal 
position and at elevations against gravity at 450 and 500 K. Performance of the three heat pipes is 
compared. The heat pipe data will be used to verify models of heat pipe radiators that will be used in 
future space exploration missions. 

Introduction 
Heat rejection systems are under study by NASA for various nuclear electric power and surface 

applications. A Brayton Power Conversion System (PCS) was proposed under the Prometheus Program 
for the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO). The notional JIMO PCS design utilized large radiators of 
~400 m2 radiating area and would be operated at heat rejection temperatures ranging from 350 to 500 K. 
A radiator concept design can be seen in figure 1 (Siamidis, 2006). Several technology challenges quickly 
became evident. The large size meant traditional metal radiators, such as those used on the International 
Space Station (ISS), would carry a large mass penalty. Second the rejection temperature was well beyond 
the capability of existing large flight radiators and would require new heat rejection fluids, or use of 
existing fluids at temperatures beyond their typical range. Copper-water heat pipes are well established in 
the electronic cooling industry with operating temperatures in the 300 to 400 K range. The need for heat 
pipes to operate in the 500 K range led to the development of heat pipe materials that could operate at 
elevated temperatures and pressures. Copper nickel alloys and titanium alloys were investigated as well as 
a variety of potential heat pipe working fluids. Development of working fluids other than water for use at 
500 K posed technology and schedule risks for the JIMO mission. At the same time, titanium–water 
compatibility tests showed promising results, thus NASA selected water as the primary working fluid and 
the work with alternate fluids was stopped. Titanium was chosen as the envelope material for its potential 
long–term compatibility with water, high strength, and low density. NASA determined that the design and 
fabrication of multiple titanium–water heat pipes was necessary to accelerate heat pipe development and 
address questions about their true performance capability, long–term durability, and readiness of the 
manufacturing sector. Although JIMO has since been delayed indefinitely, the heat pipe technology is 
readily adaptable to other NASA applications including Lunar Fission Surface Power.  
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Figure 1.—Heat pipes integrated in heat rejection radiator panel. 

Design and Testing 
NASA requested quotes from three heat pipe vendors to design and build three titanium-water heat 

pipes each. All nine were delivered to the Glenn Research Center in the Spring of 2006. NASA specified 
the overall heat pipe dimensions and left all other details, such as wick configuration, for each vendor to 
address. Concurrent with this effort, a heat pipe test bed was designed and built at Glenn research center 
through an in-house effort. The following describes features of the test bed and the delivered heat pipes. 

An available optics bench at NASA Glenn Research Center made an ideal surface for testing heat 
pipes. The bench is 122 by 182 cm and the grid of 3220 tapped holes every 2.54 cm gives the flexibility 
to perform a variety of test configurations. Nine titanium-water heat pipes are installed in their 
calorimeters on the optics bench as shown in figure 2. The heat pipes are supported by a post holder 
which has a 1.25 cm threaded rod with a quick-thread nut for adjusting the height and inclination. This 
permits performance testing of the heat pipes horizontally and against gravity. There is a machined saddle 
to support a horizontal ceramic insulating tube to minimize the conduction heat loss as seen in figure 2. 

The heat pipe evaporator is heated through a 20 cm long, split aluminum block hose clamped to the 
evaporator. Heat is provide to the block with four cartridge heaters inserted into the aluminum. Each 
cartridge heater produces 350 W at 120 V, giving a total capacity of 1400 W heating per heat pipe, about 
double the anticipated need. The heater block is insulated with mineral wool and wrapped in aluminum 
foil to reduce thermal losses as seen in figure 3. The thermal loss of the heater block was measured to be 
23.1 W at an operating temperature of 500 K by using calibrated volt and amp meters. 

A Neslab HX-540 recirculating chiller was installed. The HX-540 recirculating chiller is designed to 
provide a continuous flow of a 50/50 mixture of ethylene glycol/water cooling fluid at a constant 
temperature to the gas-gap calorimeter manifold as seen in figures 4 and 5. The chiller consist of a water 
cooled refrigeration system, stainless steel reservoir, recirculating pump, and a microprocessor controller. 
An important characteristic of the chiller is its ability to track a set temperature virtually independent of 
changing heat loads. The cooling loop has a check valve to prevent back flow and flowmeter to visually 
verify flow to the calorimeters. The calorimeter is fabricated from 5 cm square aluminum 90 cm long and 
has a gun drilled 1.6 cm hole through the center and 0.6 cm gun drilled holes in the corners for the coolant 
fluid. The heat pipe calorimeters each have an individual positive displacement gear flowmeter as seen in 
figure 5. The principle of operation is reversed; instead of the gears driving the medium, the medium 
drives the gears. A non-intrusive hall-effect sensor detects the movement of the gear and as each gear 
tooth passes the sensor a square wave pulse is produced and a discrete volume of liquid is measured. The  
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Figure 2.—Optic test bench and              Figure 3.—Heat pipe test setup. 
   adjustable supports. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
          Figure 4.—Coolant manifold.                         Figure 5.—Calorimeter flowmeter. 
 
resulting pulse train is proportional to the actual flow rate and provides a highly accurate representation of 
the fluid flow. Two Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTDs) were used to measure the coolant 
temperature. 

Heat Pipe Designs 
A heat pipe in its simplest form is a passive two-phase heat transfer device in a sealed tube as shown 

in figure 6 (Devarakonda, 2006). The evaporator region of the heat pipe is in thermal contact with a heat 
source. The envelope of the heat pipe is typically made of a high conductivity material and transports the 
heat to the liquid inside. The only fluid inside the heat pipe is the working fluid in thermodynamic 
equilibrium with its own vapor. Liquid in the evaporator region evaporates to vapor and is transported to 
the other end of the tube where the vapor condenses to release the latent heat to the tube wall. The 
condensation process can be augmented by various external means like provision of fins. The condensed 
fluid is transported back to the evaporator region by the capillary action of a wick that lines the inner wall 
of the tube, hence the device is passive. All vendors completed preliminary design and heat pipe 
performance predictions for a titanium-water heat pipe that employs each manufacturer’s wick structure 
incorporated with the specifications provided by NASA–GRC as shown in table 1. 

Calorimeter 

Heater block 

Threaded rod 

Optics bench 
Power 
controller

Liquid 
flow 
manifold

Gas 
flowmeters 

Calorimeter 
flowmeter 
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Figure 6.—Illustration of a capillary two-phase heat transfer device-a heat pipe. 
 

TABLE 1.—NASA GRC HEAT PIPE SPECIFICATIONS 
Nominal operating temperature (K) 500 
Operating temperature range (K) 310 to 550 
Heat pipe heat transfer capability (K) Maximize power at 500 
Heat pipe outer diameter (cm) 1.27 
Wall thickness Meet ASME section VIII boiler and pressure vessel code 
Heat pipe evaporator length (cm) 25 
Heat pipe adiabatic length (cm) 0 
Heat pipe condenser length (cm) 90 
Heat pipe mass Minimize 
Wick structure To be specified by vendor 
Heat pipe closure Titanium valve 
Heat pipe materials and construction Titanium grade 2 
Proof pressure test Design calculations and validation 

 
Heat pipe Manufacturer “A” supplied three titanium heat pipes with an axial groove felt metal wick 

(Rosenfeld, 2006). The wick was assembled using titanium felt wick material. Figure 7 shows an end 
view of a section of wick prior to insertion into a heat pipe envelope. Figure 8 shows a cross sectional 
view of the assembled wick structure after installation into the envelope. Each heat pipe from 
Manufacturer “A” is different in the evaporator or has different groove geometry. Heat pipe 1 has a 
trapezoidal axial groove felt metal wick in the evaporator and condenser region. Heat pipe 2 has a 
trapezoidal axial groove felt metal wick in the condenser and a screen covered trapezoidal axial groove 
felt metal wick in the evaporator. Heat pipe 3 has a trapezoidal axial groove felt metal wick in the 
condenser and a narrow groove felt metal evaporator.  

Heat pipe Manufacturer “B” supplied three titanium heat pipes with a machined axial groove wick 
(Dussinger, 2006). Each axial groove heat pipe has a different groove geometry and different number of 
grooves as shown in figure 9. 

Heat pipe Manufacturer “C” supplied 3 titanium heat pipes with screen-artery wicks (Nikitkin, 2006). 
The evaporator section in each heat pipe is different. Heat pipe 1 has a circumferentially machined groove 
wick in the evaporator with open - ended axial arteries the length of the heat pipe. Heat pipe 2 has a 
circumferential machined groove wick not as deep in the evaporator as in heat pipe 1 and open-ended 
axial arteries the length of the heat pipe. Heat pipe 3 has a screen circumferential wick in the evaporator 
with open-ended axial arteries the length of the heat pipe. All the heat pipes have 5 open axial arteries. A 
typical representation is shown in figure 10. 
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Figure 7.—Felt metal wick from Manufacturer “A”.  Figure 8.—Cross section of axial groove 
wick from Manufacturer “A”. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9.—Machined solid axial groove wick from Manufacturer “B”. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10.—Artery wick configuration from Manufacturer “C”. 
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Test Layout 
Figure 11 shows the location of the various thermocouples along the length of the heat pipe on the 

evaporator region while figure 12 shows the same for the condenser region. A total of 30 thermocouple 
measurements are collected for a single heat pipe. LabView (National Instruments) software is used for 
data collection and storage on a PC. Results of thermal testing show the heat pipes performed similarly to 
the acceptance testing by each manufacturer. All thermal performance tests were conducted 
simultaneously. The heat pipe testing was concluded when the ΔT of the heat pipe was greater than 100 K 
from end to end. The 100 K ΔT is when the thermocouple in the evaporator is 100 K higher than the 
thermocouple on the condenser end. At this high temperature difference the heat pipes continued to 
operate and carry power but were not tested to complete dry out. The original test setup had spring-loaded 
Type T thermocouples located. The spring-loaded thermocouples had minimum contact area on the heat 
pipe diameter and were picking up background heat or cooling from the calorimeter or heater block. The 
spring-loaded thermocouples were removed and Type T thermocouples were resistance welded directly to 
the heat pipes. The heat pipes were insulated with 5 cm thick mineral wool and wrapped in aluminum foil.  

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 11.—Thermocouple locations on the evaporator side of the heat pipe. 
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Test Results 

Thermal loss measurements were performed on one of the heat pipe setups. All the performance data 
in the graph reflects only measured power of the data recording system. The heat pipes were performance 
tested initially with the heat pipe at 0.2° gravity aided and the elevation was increased by 0.1° increments 
against gravity. One tenth of degree is equivalent to 0.19 cm increment.  

The felt metal axial groove heat pipes (Manufacturer “A”) performance curves at 500 K can be seen 
in figure 13. The solid axial groove heat pipes (Manufacturer “B”) performance curves at 500 K can be 
seen in figure 14. Manufacturer “B” heat pipes showed signs of dry-out in the evaporator early compared 
to the Manufacturers “A” and “C”. Manufacturer “B” heat pipes recovered from dry-out quickly when the 
elevation was decreased. The screen artery (Manufacturer “C”) heat pipe performance curves at 500 K 
can be seen in figure 15. Figure 16 compares all nine heat pipes at 500 K and various inclinations. 

Figures 17, 18, and 19 show performance data curves for the heat pipes at 450 K. The heat pipes 
performed against gravity with a higher inclination at 450 K. 

The heat pipes are currently undergoing life tests for 5 or more years to evaluate long term chemical 
compatibility between the titanium envelope, titanium wick material and water. Life testing is conducted 
at 500 K. Operation at the lower temperature, 360 K, is done periodically to check for the presence of 
non-condensable gasses (NCG) that may have been generated due to reactions between heat pipe 
materials or possible contaminants. The NCG, which occupy the end of the condenser, expand 
sufficiently at the lower operating temperature and pressure as to have their effect seen as a sharp heat 
pipe temperature change at the NCG boundary. Small quantities of non-condensable gas are sufficient to 
observe the phenomena. Any NCG will be sampled and analyzed for its constituents and determine the 
source of the reaction. Sources may be a reaction between the titanium and water, trace contaminants 
within the system or a leak. Life testing to date (1700 hr) has shown steady performance and no indication 
of non-condensable gas. 
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Figure 12.—Thermocouple locations on the condenser side of the heat pipe. 
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Figure 13.—Performance data for felt metal axial groove heat pipes at 500 K 
from Manufacturer “A”. 
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Figure 14.—Performance machined solid axial groove heat pipes at 500 K 
from Manufacturer “B”. 
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Figure 15.—Performance screen axial artery heat pipes at 500 K from Manufacturer “C”. 
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Figure 16.—Comparison of all heat pipes at 500 K. 
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Figure 17.—Heat pipe performance for felt metal groove heat pipes at 450 K 
from Manufacturer “A”. 
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Figure 18.—Heat pipe performance for machined groove heat pipes at 450 K 
from Manufacturer “B”. 
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Figure 19.—Heat pipe performance for artery heat pipes at 450 K from Manufacturer “C”. 
 

Conclusions 
Titanium–water provides high temperature heat pipe options for space radiators. NASA GRC 

procured nine heat pipes of different designs from three manufacturers. The heat pipes were tested at 450 
and 500 K at various elevations and inclinations. Testing shows that felt metal and machined groove heat 
pipes performed similarly and slightly better than the artery screen heat pipes. However, screen artery 
heat pipes shows better performance at higher inclinations than felt metal and machined groove heat 
pipes. The best heat pipes rejected 500 W at 500 K operating temperature. Life testing underway with 
1250 hr of operation and no non-condensable gas detected. 
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